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Aaron Hanson CLU®

ITM TwentyFirst Remediation Manager
Email: ahanson@itm21st.com
Aaron is responsible for managing the TOLI policy 
remediation and life insurance review services for ITM 
TwentyFirst. His team reviews over 14,000 life insurance 
policies annually, while also providing remediation 
services for Managed clients which include complex 
policy analysis and new policy/replacement reviews. 
Prior to joining ITM TwentyFirst in 2010, Aaron worked 
for CUNA Mutual Group for 10 years and has over 
16 years’ experience in reviewing and servicing life 
insurance contracts. Aaron earned his B.A in Finance 
from Buena Vista University in Storm Lake, Iowa and is 
a Chartered Life Underwriter (CLU®) 

Michael Brohawn CFP®, CLU®

ITM TwentyFirst Managing Director
Email: mbrohawn@itm21st.com
Michael Brohawn, is a Managing Director at ITM 
TwentyFirst, joining the group after the merger with 
Insurance Trust Monitor, where as a Founder he 
developed the life insurance remediation service for 
trustees designed to maximize the trust benefit to the 
beneficiaries. Before joining ITM, Michael was with a 
boutique firm serving the “high-end” life insurance 
market. He developed one of the first holistic policy 
review focused marketing programs for the insurance 
industry, a program still successfully employed. He has 
spoken at many national industry events. 
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Today’s Agenda
• What Is Going On In The World?
• Current and Past Litigation
• Review of Current Regulations and Guidance
• Typical Situations That Raise Liability
• Case Studies
• Trust File Documentation

Disclaimer
• ITM TwentyFirst presents this program as a service to our clients and other interested participants. 
• The case studies have been modified for presentation purposes. 
• The information presented is not legal advice or counsel. 
• ITM TwentyFirst makes no warranty or representation about the content of this program or your reliance upon the 

information presented, including any warranty that by relying on the information presented in this program that you 
will avoid any liability. 

What is going on in the world today?
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Many Cases Settled Out of Court
• Nobody wants to be on the front pages
• TOLI trustees having trouble with policy issues
• Not going to get better

Cases that Have Gone to Court
Cochran vs. Keybank: Trustee was sued after replacing Variable Universal Life policies

providing $8,000,000 in death benefits with one $2,536,000 Guaranteed Universal Life

policy. Shortly after the transaction, the insured died prematurely at age 53. The

beneficiaries sued KeyBank as trustee for breach of fiduciary duty. 

• Most believe that the courts set a low bar.
• The court ruled that there was no breach by working with the grantor and agent which often happens and 

acknowledging that there must be cooperation with grantor for underwriting, etc. needed. 
• Though the courts said the trustee “could have done more” they found the product due diligence was enough even 

though only one carrier/one product was reviewed. 
• The court believed the fact that the “an outside, independent entity with no policy to sell or any other financial stake 

in the outcome” was a plus.
• The court determined that the beneficiaries were kept sufficiently informed and that a lack of knowledge of the 

beneficiaries would not have changed/affected the decision.

Paradee v. Paradee: The trustee and a non-fiduciary family member were found liable to the beneficiary because 
of a trust transaction. The court ruled that “instead of evaluating what was in the best interests of the Trust, (the 
trustee) evaluated whether he could please his long-time clients.” While the trustee in this case was not a bank or trust 
company, the lesson should be learned by those in the corporate trust community

Schwab, et al. v. Huntington National Bank: 2012 case where it was found by the court that the grantor of an 
irrevocable trust even lacked the standing to sue the trustee for alleged breach of fiduciary duties.

Rafert v Meyer:

• “A trustee must administer the trust in good faith, in accordance with its terms and purposes and the interests of the 
beneficiaries.”

• “A trustee shall keep the qualified beneficiaries of the trust reasonably informed about the administration of the trust 
and of the material facts necessary for them to protect their interests.”
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Regulations
Uniform Prudent Investor Act
SECTION 1. PRUDENT INVESTOR RULE.
A trustee who invests and manages trust assets owes a duty to the beneficiaries of the trust to comply with the 
prudent investor rule set forth in this [Act].

SECTION 2. STANDARD OF CARE; PORTFOLIO STRATEGY; RISK AND RETURN OBJECTIVES.
A trustee shall invest and manage trust assets as a prudent investor would, by considering the purposes, terms, 
distribution requirements, and other circumstances of the trust. In satisfying this standard, the trustee shall exercise 
reasonable care, skill, and caution.

SECTION 4. DUTIES AT INCEPTION OF TRUSTEESHIP.
Within a reasonable time after accepting a trusteeship or receiving trust assets, a trustee shall review the trust assets 
and make and implement decisions concerning the retention and disposition of assets, in order to bring the trust 
portfolio into compliance with the purposes, terms, distribution requirements, and other circumstances of the trust, 
and with the requirements of this [Act].

SECTION 5. LOYALTY.
A trustee shall invest and manage the trust assets solely in the interest of the beneficiaries.

SECTION 7. INVESTMENT COSTS.
In investing and managing trust assets, a trustee may only incur costs that are appropriate and reasonable in relation 
to the assets, the purposes of the trust, and the skills of the trustee.

SECTION 8. REVIEWING COMPLIANCE.
Compliance with the prudent investor rule is determined in light of the facts and circumstances existing at the time of 
a trustee’s decision or action and not by hindsight.

SECTION 9. DELEGATION OF INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS.
A trustee may delegate investment and management functions that a prudent trustee of comparable skills could 
properly delegate under the circumstances.
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OCC Handbook – Provides guidance for those managing “Hard to Value Assets” 
As a trustee you must:

• Manage “the life insurance policy for the benefit of the beneficiaries”
• “Understand each life insurance policy that the trust accepts or”…
• “Employ an advisor who is qualified, independent, objective, and not affiliated with an insurance company to 

prudently manage these assets.” 
• “Evaluate the financial health of the issuing insurance company as well as whether the policy is performing as 

illustrated or whether replacement should be considered.”
• “Evaluate the appropriateness of investments of any segregated account to support the cash values.”

You must understand that: 
• “These assets often require special expertise to manage.”
• “A bank fiduciary’s lack of expertise or oversight of unique assets can subject the bank to significant losses, potential 

litigation, and reputation risk.”

The 4 Major Areas of Concern
1. Ongoing Policy Management
2. Policy Acceptance
3. Policy Replacement
4. Trust Administration

Ongoing Policy Management
1. Policy lapse

2. Policy death benefit loss

3. Policy death benefit guarantee loss

4. Term conversion loss
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Case Study #1
$1M Whole Life Portfolio

• 3 separate Whole Life policies
• No contributions being made to the trust, client told us...

• “the insurance company will be making the payment” 
• “the policies I have are self-sustaining”

Premium Needed Going Forward To Fund Policy

Projected Out of Pocket Premium
Age Year Policy #1 Policy #2 Policy #3 Total Annual Total Cumulative
71 2016 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
72 2017 $0 $0 $796 $796 $796 
73 2018 $9,870 $1,256 $8,790 $19,916 $20,712 
74 2019 $10,364 $12,345 $9,669 $32,378 $53,090 
75 2020 $10,882 $13,505 $10,636 $35,023 $88,113 
76 2021 $11,426 $14,775 $11,699 $37,900 $126,013 
77 2022 $11,997 $16,164 $12,869 $41,030 $167,043 
78 2023 $12,597 $17,683 $14,156 $44,436 $211,479 
79 2024 $13,227 $19,345 $15,572 $48,144 $259,624 
80 2025 $14,616 $21,164 $17,129 $52,909 $312,532 
81 2026 $16,150 $23,153 $18,842 $58,146 $370,678 
82 2027 $17,846 $26,395 $20,726 $64,967 $435,645 
83 2028 $19,720 $30,090 $22,799 $72,609 $508,254 
84 2029 $21,790 $34,303 $28,066 $84,159 $592,412 
85 2030 $24,078 $39,105 $34,549 $97,732 $690,144 
86 2031 $26,607 $44,580 $42,529 $113,716 $803,860 
87 2032 $29,400 $48,770 $52,354 $130,524 $934,384 
88 2033 $32,487 $53,355 $64,447 $150,289 $1,084,673 
89 2034 $35,898 $58,370 $79,335 $173,603 $1,258,276 
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Projected Death Benefit Assuming Premium Paid

Projected Death Benefit - End of Year
Age Year Policy #1 Policy #2 Policy #3 Total
71 2016 $300,015 $436,378 $262,951 $999,344 
72 2017 $289,596 $428,675 $252,070 $970,341 
73 2018 $278,463 $420,208 $240,549 $939,220 
74 2019 $266,477 $410,736 $228,199 $905,412 
75 2020 $253,696 $400,433 $215,856 $869,985 
76 2021 $256,980 $389,019 $209,630 $855,629 
77 2022 $266,247 $376,600 $203,703 $846,550 
78 2023 $276,456 $362,787 $198,001 $837,244 
79 2024 $287,685 $347,616 $192,504 $827,805 
80 2025 $299,702 $330,623 $187,111 $817,436 
81 2026 $312,543 $311,785 $181,797 $806,125 
82 2027 $326,499 $291,624 $176,589 $794,712 
83 2028 $341,689 $270,277 $171,441 $783,407 
84 2029 $357,322 $246,128 $166,089 $769,539 
85 2030 $373,164 $218,624 $160,423 $752,211 
86 2031 $389,319 $210,921 $154,397 $754,637 
87 2032 $405,606 $202,670 $147,912 $756,188 
88 2033 $422,301 $193,679 $140,931 $756,911 
89 2034 $439,226 $183,656 $133,263 $756,145 

Net Benefit To The Trust Assuming Policy Is Funded
Age Premium Death Benefit Difference
71 $0 $999,344 $999,344 
72 $796 $970,341 $969,545 

73 $20,712 $939,220 $918,508 

74 $53,090 $905,412 $852,323 
75 $88,113 $869,985 $781,872 
76 $126,013 $855,629 $729,616 
77 $167,043 $846,550 $679,507 
78 $211,479 $837,244 $625,765 
79 $259,624 $827,805 $568,181 
80 $312,532 $817,436 $504,904 
81 $370,678 $806,125 $435,447 
82 $435,645 $794,712 $359,067 
83 $508,254 $783,407 $275,153 
84 $592,412 $769,539 $177,127 
85 $690,144 $752,211 $62,067 
86 $803,860 $754,637 ($49,223)
87 $934,384 $756,188 ($178,196)
88 $1,084,673 $756,911 ($327,762)
89 $1,258,276 $756,145 ($502,131)

Side Bar Note: Watch out for the Death Benefit 
Loss on Whole Life policies

Whole Life policies lacking an Automatic 
Premium Loan (APL) can lead to a loss of death 
benefit if premium is not paid.  Policy can revert 
to one of the Non-Forfeiture Options: 

• Cash surrender value
• Extended term insurance
• Reduced paid up insurance
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Policy Acceptance
• What are expectations?
• Do all know what expectations are?
• Do all know what will happen if expectations do not work out?
• Have all “signed off” on all outcomes? 

Case Study #2: 
Indexed UL policy submitted for review to ITM TwentyFirst $7.5M policy on Male Preferred Plus NS, Age 45, $80,000 
premium for 10 years only.

Assuming a net crediting rate of 
4.8% and current assumptions

Assuming a net crediting rate of 
6.25% and  current assumptions

Policy lapses at age 84, 
before life expectancy

Policy runs to maturity with a death 
benefit at maturity of $12.5M

Case Study #3
Make sure you understand the new policy, including policy costs. 

Years Ages
New Policy Existing Policy 

Total Deductions Total Deductions
Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative

1 2016-17 56 51 $8,001 $8,001 $2,756 $2,756
10 2025-26 66 61 $24,856 $155,619 $13,744 $89,159
15 2030-31 71 66 $43,069 $330,062 $12,760 $148,805
20 2035-36 76 71 $83,190 $657,445 $18,197 $221,551
25 2040-41 81 76 $163,294 $1,290,721 $34,111 $356,644
30 2045-46 86 81 $343,971 $2,584,419 $66,228 $611,355

• Actual replacement case submitted to ITM TwentyFirst
• Variable UL to Indexed UL policy, assuming same death benefit

Policy Replacements
• What are expectations 

and costs of new policy?
• What are best options 

with old policy? 
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Case Study #4
Make sure you understand the options with the old policy.
$5.7M Interest Sensitive Whole Life Portfolio

• 3 separate Interest Sensitive Whole Life policies, 1 with a $1M term rider
• Total cash value of $2.1M
• Contributions of $95K being made to the trust to pay premium on 2 of the policies

• The $1M term rider is decreasing annually based on the current outlay
• Sold with the intention they would “pay for themselves” in the future
• Grantor is tired of making premium payments

Scenario:
Proposal made by the advisors and agent to replace the 3 policies with a single indexed universal policy providing 
a death benefit of $3mm to the insured’s age 92, based on a 1035 Exchange of the existing policy cash value and 
no additional out of pocket premiums.  This projection is based on current non-guaranteed assumptions and 3% 
rate of return assuming the cash value is allocated into the Fixed Account.

Existing Policy Options Reviewed:
• Continue to pay premium
• Use loans to pay premium

Existing Policy Options Not Reviewed:
• Reduced Paid-Up Option

Comparison of Existing Policies Paid-Up vs. New Policy
• $3.9M Paid-Up whole life policies fully endowing at maturity age 100
• $3M Indexed Universal policy requiring additional premium at age 92 based on current non-guaranteed assumptions.

What Do You Do With An Unwanted Policy?
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Suggested Documentation 

The 5 Commandments of Life Insurance 
1. You must understand life insurance.
2. You must understand the outcomes around a policy.
3. You must clearly communicate to all pertinent people all outcomes and options.
4. You must have in place a robust administration and tracking system.
5. You must anticipate problems and issues before they occur.

Make sure all pertinent 
information is understood.
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2016 Fall Course Schedule - Free CFP® & CTFA CE Credits

Discretionary Distributions
Randy Pople, CFP, AEP
Pople Financial Consulting
Thursday, October 13, 2016, 2:00PM EDT
• 1 Hour CE credit for CFP, CTFA and FIRMA Certified Member

The majority of private trusts contain language granting discretionary powers to the trustee. The administration of these 
trusts can pose challenges to even the most seasoned trust administrator. Mistakes in the exercise of discretion can result 
in damaged relationships, reputational risk, and even legal actions. This session on Discretionary Distributions will cover 
the responsibilities of the trustees in the administration of discretionary trusts with the backdrop of the uniform trust code.

What to Do With An Unwanted Life Insurance Policy?
Michael Brohawn, CFP®, CLU and Aaron Hanson, CLU
ITM TwentyFirst
Tuesday November 1, 2016, 2:00PM EDT
• 1 Hour CE credit for CFP, CTFA and FIRMA Certified Member

With the estate tax law changes of the last few years, the need for a life insurance policy held in trust has diminished for 
some – or at least that is what many TOLI trustee clients believe. TOLI trustees must always manage the asset to maximize 
the benefit to the beneficiary or subject themselves to fiduciary liability. How to do that will be the focus of this session, as 
we will explore prudent alternatives and develop a process around analyzing options on an asset that could be worth 
millions. We will provide actual real-life case examples in a session workbook that attendees can use for future reference. 
Life insurance policy advisors and trustees attending this session will be provided with vital information designed to 
increase client service and minimize their liability.

About ITM TwentyFirst University
ITM TwentyFirst University was created to provide those individuals working with personal 
trusts and TOLI trusts a source of vital information to utilize in their practice. The course 
topics will include real life case studies that can be applied to day to day situations. 
Subject matter is designed to help Advisors provide better guidance and assistance to 

clients. Our faculty consists of sought after presenters who are experts in their related fields. The courses are offered for 
free and will carry Continuing Education (CE) credits. See specific courses for CE listings.


